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JOBS FOR LAWYERS
The following areas are the best where employment for lawyers won’t be much hassle.
• Business: The entire corporate world is doing business whether they are selling insurance or cars. The people under the corporate ladder may be working as
servicemen but at the top, they are plain businessmen. Since businesses have diversified beyond geographical and political boundaries, it becomes essential
for the corporate houses to have lawyers to look after their business’s legal aspects.
Usually they have a team of legal eagles who look after the following areas:
o Income Tax and other taxation areas
o Corporate Law
o Property, real estate and/or construction
o Medical benefits and other compulsory emoluments for employees
• Health Care: Health care is one area where lawyers can look forward to earn a decent salary. The job is well-respected and well-paid. The growth
opportunities are though a bit constricted.
• Media: If you want to be a lawyer of a celebrity, this job is for you. It is a great job and involves a lot of travelling and glamour. Usually, celebrities like to keep
their lawyers in good humor and so the perks are generally higher than the pay! Other opportunities in this area include production houses, where the mode
of job is quite similar to that in the business houses. 
They are also businessmen and their dealing involves in millions of dollars! You would surely have calculated the income from commission by now! Even a
small percent of that make you richer by thousands of dollars.
• Litigations: Similar to the popularity of attorneys here, you will find that the best hyped job in the law areas is that of litigation and if you get hold of a case
that involves public interest litigation, there is no looking back. 
Your rise will be meteoritic and your lockers will be flooded with cash and the popularity gained is another add-on. There is a flip-side though – since you’ll be
seen as a crusader for the public, business houses may not employ you. Not that they do not like you, but they believe that you fight for a social cause and fail
as a lawyer for businessmen. 
Work for lawyers is aplenty. But you need the right guide to find the best jobs that will suit you. Lawyer employment is never a distant dream – a vision is
important and much desired.

 


